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SYNOPSIS/REMARK

The Death Of Ticu,
An Outlaw Of The
Skirts

The short radio drama „The death of Ticu, an outlaw of the skirts” is a short story,
written by Viorel Ilisoi that is ispired by the traditional customs and rituals acording to
the historical book “ Customs and beliefs of the romanian people” written by ElenaNiculița Voronca in 1903 and reedited in 1998.
The action takes place in a rural context/village, at the main character’s funeral, Ticu.
During his lifetime Ticu used to be a womaniser. He liked all kind of women, even the
merried ones. In this regard he ends getting killed while making love with a merried
woman, by her furious husband.
In the following we are witnessing the developing of his funeral. The focus stays
mainly on how absurd, different, strange or even hilarious the customs can be.
Everyone at the funeral, comes with different beliefs and superstitions, thing that
turns the atmosphere into a black comedy.
Meantime, on the other plan we have Ticu’s voice off, which was built across the plot
in order to expose with a detached, sometimes even moking attitude towards these
funeral traditions.
All this mixed feelings of crying and laughing during the funeral, have a deep moral
phylosophy. In the end it is only the end that remains.
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Ho Yuen-kei, a congenital Spinal Muscular Atrophy patient, represented Hong Kong in
boccia at the 2016 Rio Paralympics. Once feeling inferior, Yuen-kei regained
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confidence playing boccia. Just before the Games, however, she was forced to play in
another classification as her physical conditions deteriorated. She had thought of giving
up, but toughed it and won, ranking world 12th!
An radio drama based on her life story and interview with her interlaced, this production
aims to spread positive energy among the general public and prove to sporty
physically-challenged individuals that life is full of possibilities!

